Report of activities done under EBSB (January 2020)

1. Name of club (Name of Institution)- GOVT. BANGUR P.G. COLLEGE, PALI (RAJ.)

2. Email id- gbcpali@yahoo.co.in

3. Name of club coordinator (Teacher)- SH. MUEKSH SANKHALA

4. Mobile no. of club coordinator (Teacher)- 94149-14356

5. Name of club coordinator (Student)- DEEPAK

6. Mobile no. of club coordinator (Student)- 8875488808

7. Activity-1:
   (a) Name of Activity- MONTHLY SCREENING OF FILM OF PAIRED STATE, ASSAM
   (b) Date: 24 JANUARY, 2020
   (c) Brief Description of Activity (in English) ASSAMIA CULUTRE MOVIE
   (d) Selected Photos (maximum 2 photos per activity)
Activity-2:
(a) Name of Activity- SAWCHHTA AND SINGAL USE PLASTICS

(b) Date: 28 JANUARY, 2020

(c) Brief Description of Activity (in English) ONE DAY NSS CAMP ON ESBS SINGAL USE PLASTICS

(d) Selected Photos (maximum 2 photos per activity)
Activity-3:
(a) Name of Activity: STATE HOOD DAY CELEBRATION
(b) Date: 26 JANUARY, 2020
(c) Brief Description of Activity (in English): ASSAM HISTORY
Activity-4:
(a) Name of Activity- CLASS TO TECH LANGUGES OF PARIED STATE

(b) Date: 27 JANUARY, 2020

(c) Brief Description of Activity (in English) ASSAM CULUTRE